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Challenging Texts



Reading with a Political Ax: Critical Literacy for All Students Franz Kafka proclaimed that a “book must be the ax for the frozen sea within us” (290). Kafka’s apt imagery and metaphor will drive “Challenging Texts” as we wrestle with arming our students with the political ax they need and deserve to break through the ice that has formed on their lives as readers in classrooms. As well, Louise M. Rosenblatt’s call for transmissional literacy practices and Paulo Freire’s commitment to critical pedagogy are the groundings for moving Kafka’s metaphor from poetry to the reality of our classrooms where we and our students are restrained by tradition, standards, accountability, and testing—all of which have the power to crystallize and paralyze the beauty and power that is the vibrant “sea within us”—reading and responding to literature, to texts of all kinds. It is far too common that we gradually and permanently freeze the sea within our students when we require them to respond to literature in particular ways. When we lament that “kids today can’t read” or “kids today don’t read,” the regrettable fact may be that if



those claims are true (and they are often dubious and simplistic claims), one of the reasons behind that shade of truth is how we treat literature in school. This column will call for a critical reconsideration of the mechanical traditions that drive both the canon and literary analysis in our classrooms. Further, it will explore how we can enrich our classrooms with literature and text that confront the world. Text that forces readers and students to step away from our assumptions and misconceptions. Text that reconfigures the tide in the sea of our mind, the sea of our being. Text that is as diverse and unpredictable as the responses we When we lament that “kids today can’t read” or “kids today don’t read,” the regrettable fact may be that if those claims are true (and they are often dubious and simplistic claims), one of the reasons behind that shade of truth is how we treat literature in school.



and our students have to what we read and the world around us. As English teachers, we are some of the most sincere lovers of literature on this planet, but at least two influences have conspired



to erase the passion and personal nature of reading literature from our classrooms—the academic marriage to New Criticism and the standards and accountability movement. For most of us as teachers, New Criticism as a literary lens is transparent and unnamed, simply the norm of our classes because we see dissecting text for literary techniques and meaning as the best and sometimes only way to approach text in school. If we step back, we can see that New Criticism is but one argument for how readers can and should find meaning in text, a theory of analysis associated with John Crowe Ransom, Cleanth Brooks, and Robert Penn Warren from the mid-20th century; it became the norm of schooling, but it, along with accountability requirements, has contributed to making text meaning far removed from the individual. The result has been that reading in school is dramatically unlike reading in the real world. This column has another powerful and sincere argument: Infusing our classrooms with confrontational text and expanding students’ literary lenses through critical literacy will enhance our obligation to standards and testing, not detract from it. But that infusion will also create environments for students to
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expand their responses to literature instead of narrowing our expectations to fulfill bureaucratic goals. Real readers enjoy reading by choice but also value the communal nature of interpreting text. And the real-world interpretations of literature tend to start with personal responses, much like the theories in the work of Louise Rosenblatt. Critical literacy in the classroom can provide students the political ax to break apart the frozen sea of their literary lives in schools. In this column, we will explore how critical literacy will enhance and empower the literacy lives of our students as well as support our responsibilities to address standards, accountability mandates, and high-stakes testing.



The Paradox of Critical Literacy for All “It doesn’t hurt to repeat here the statement,” offers Freire, “still rejected by many people in spite of its obviousness, that education is a political act” (Teachers 112). And while we are near the peak of a political season, when our view of “politics” is necessarily narrow, Freire is acknowledging a broader politics that we cannot avoid when our classrooms are primarily focusing on literacy. Freire—along with the powerful but often ignored historical call for expanding our approaches to literacy by Rosenblatt and Lou LaBrant (Thomas)— speaks for a critical pedagogy that rejects the authoritarian and mechanistic assumptions of traditional practices along with the misconception that progressive views of teaching and learning endorse
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no standards: “In fact, however, just because I reject authoritarianism does not mean I can fall into a lack of discipline, nor that, rejecting lawlessness, I can dedicate myself to authoritarianism. . . . The opposite, of either manipulative authoritarianism or lawless permissiveness, is democratic radicalism” (Freire, Teachers 113–14). Critical literacy and transmissional approaches to text open the door to what texts students encounter and how students respond to those texts. In traditional classes where all texts are selected by the teacher and all response to texts is the property of the teacher, we are making the mistake of authoritarianism, of prescription. Yet, shifting our classrooms to open environments where students make all the decisions themselves—including choosing to be nonreaders and nonwriters—is actually the other side of the same coin that fails students. Critical literacy allows us to create classrooms where teachers as models of literacy and experts in literacy work hand in hand with novices, with students experimenting with and evolving in their literacy. For example, an English class embracing critical literacy would be doing students a tremendous disservice by either ignoring the traditional canon and New Criticism or by turning the course into an authoritarian and prescriptive rejection of the traditional canon or New Criticism as an interpretive lens. Instead, our classrooms must expand the selection of text among all involved in the teaching-learning process—some by the teacher with explicit reasons why, some by students for each other, and some by each student for herself or



himself. And, of course, we must open the responses to literature to a much broader range so that students can recognize the many academic, popular, and personal ways in which people respond to text as well as evolving as empowered students and people through those varied experiences.



This Column’s Goal: Text That Confronts the World Traditional and mechanistic approaches to text have failed our students; Freire offers a harsh view of the state of literacy in too many classrooms: “One of the violences perpetuated by illiteracy is the suffocation of the consciousness and the expressiveness of men and women who are forbidden from reading and writing, thus limiting their capacity to write about their reading of the world so they can rethink about their original reading of it” (Teachers 2). This column seeks to suggest how to expand what texts we bring to students as well as how we encourage and allow our students to respond to those texts. Here, briefly, I want to answer a few foundational questions that will drive this column: What is challenging text? How do we open the door to text selection and response in our classes? This first example will use Ralph Ellison’s “A Party Down at the Square” and Ernest Hemingway’s “Hills Like White Elephants.” Ellison came to literature relatively late in his pursuit of art; he entered college intending to be a musician. Once he committed to words, Ellison spent some of his formative years as a writer creating
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short stories with a Modernist view of what literature should be in mind, namely, the work of Hemingway. Ellison stands as a writer of color having lived in the United States before, during, and after the civil rights era. Yet as an artist, Ellison embraced Modernism and New Criticism, two of the most powerful weights anchoring the mechanistic traditions of English classrooms. Confrontational, challenging texts have dual purposes for our classrooms and our students. First, as with the stories by Ellison and Hemingway, they lend themselves to traditional considerations by teachers and students; we can explicate them using New Criticism paradigms, and we can easily access authoritative interpretations of the texts. In short, they provide fertile ground for students to encounter and acknowledge how the traditional world expects students to respond to literature—a valuable lens for all students to have in their toolboxes. Further, however, these texts also confront the reader and the world, forcing us to identify norms and assumptions that live in our culture as well as in our hearts and minds. Once exposed, these norms and assumptions can be unpacked and reassembled for a response to the community and for personal responses. Ellison’s “A Party Down at the Square” and Ernest Hemingway’s “Hills Like White Elephants” can serve us well as confrontational texts, works we might assign or invite students to read for larger literacy goals and as models for students as they develop their literary tastes, as they empower



themselves as readers, writers, and thinkers. The following are some points to consider with these stories: • Both stories are set in the early and mid-20th century. “Hills Like White Elephants” deftly and subtly reveals a couple’s contemplating an abortion while “A Party Down at the Square” nearly assaults the reader with a first-person narration of a horrific lynching, from a first-person narrator who is white and represents a detached concern for the moral implications of the lynching. These conflicts ask students as readers to identify the norms relative to the times within which each event is set. Further, we can ask them to identify how those relative norms match the norms in their lives concerning the same topics— abortion and lynching. Here, for example, we can move students beyond the boundaries of New Criticism into another lens, New Historicism; we are raising students’ awareness that text is situated in histori-



cal contexts—the writer’s world, the setting of the action of the text, and the lives of every diverse reader. The ongoing political debates about Roe v. Wade and frequent news events such as repeated insensitive remarks in the media (for example, Don Imus and the women’s basketball team at Rutgers University and comments about lynching and the portrayal of nooses on a magazine cover concerning Tiger Woods) and the Jena Six controversy in Louisiana each provide ample opportunities for students to connect the fictional with the reality of their lives. • Both stories are purposefully crafted works of short fiction, lending themselves to traditional literary analysis and craft lessons. As I noted above, students deserve to understand and practice traditional approaches to text while also being encouraged to look at those practices skeptically and without having any particular approach to text prejudiced over another.
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• Both stories provide a platform for exploring a range of analytical lenses: • Feminist: How do these stories explore issues of gender? • Marxist: How are issues of power portrayed in these stories, particularly as power relates to the status of individuals (cultural, gender, race)? • Reader-Response: How does the text steer the readers in their emotional reactions to the characters and the moral dilemmas raised in each story? • Further, these stories can help students consider a threetiered view of text—academic, popular, personal. Students need to begin to create their own rubrics for many different approaches to text in various settings. For example, they should know



the default reaction expected in academic settings is grounded in New Criticism. Yet, they also know that popular ways to respond to text are different, such as exploring how bestseller lists matter in the popular culture (debating how sales correlate with quality, or even what “quality” means). Often ignored is asking students to create and maintain a rubric for their responses to text, why they like and dislike text with specific guidelines they acknowledge and refine. It is the goal of critical literacy to open doors, to arm students with the political ax to break the frozen sea of their lives as students. That goal is challenging, and as Freire recognizes it is “the problem of hearing learners and being heard by them”: “No one lives democracy fully, nor do they help it to grow, if, first of all, they are



interrupted in their right to speak, to have a voice, to say their critical discourse, or, second, if they are not engaged, in one form or another, in the fight to defend this right, which, after all, is also the right to act” (Teachers 116). Works Cited



Ellison, Ralph. Flying Home and Other Stories. New York: Vintage, 1996. Freire, Paulo. Pedagogy of the Oppressed. New York: Continuum, 1993. ———. Teachers as Cultural Workers: Letters to Those Who Dare to Teach. Boulder: Westview, 2005. Hemingway, Ernest. The Complete Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway: The Finca Vigia Edition. New York: Scribners, 1998. Kafka, Franz. The Basic Kafka. New York: Pocket, 1979. Rosenblatt, Louise M. Literature as Exploration. 5th ed. New York: MLA, 1995. Thomas, Paul. Lou LaBrant: A Woman’s Life, a Teacher’s Life. Huntington: Nova Science, 2001. Thomas, P. L. Reading, Learning, Teaching Ralph Ellison. New York: Peter Lang, 2008.



P. L. Thomas taught high school English for 18 years before moving to teacher education at Furman University, where he is associate professor in education. He writes often about literacy and poverty and has recently published Reading, Learning, Teaching Ralph Ellison (Peter Lang, 2008). Email him at [email protected].
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